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focused.
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driven.

Reading & Math
Intervention For K– 8
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Student
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Discover SuccessMaker

SuccessMaker is a truly adaptive and
prescriptive scheduling intervention
program delivering both Reading
and Math curriculum for Grades K–8.
Built from the ground up with a focus on the needs and
realities of teachers, SuccessMaker utilizes performance
based assessment to drive automatic course adaptation;
prescriptive scheduling so that teachers know precisely
when students will reach key milestones; and rich reporting
that gives teachers the data they need to intervene when it
matters most.
While engineered to alleviate teacher pain points, the
SuccessMaker experience is driven by the student. Through
stress-free assessments, personalized adaptation to meet the
students where they are, and a variety of engaging characters
that serve as the student’s partners and guides, SuccessMaker
becomes the student’s go-to haven for positive and effective
reading and math mastery.
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Discover
SuccessMaker!
Features & functionality:
◼ Java free and fully mobile
◼ W
 orld-renowned authorship team
◼ Increased student engagement and motivation delivered
through new characters, environments, and rewards
◼ M
 ore personalized practice aligned with core programs,
including enVisionmath2.0, ReadyGEN, and Reading Street
◼ Interactive experiences consistent with next-gen assessments
◼ A
 ligned with College and Career Readiness, State, and
WIDA® Standards
◼ F ocus on academic vocabulary
◼ C
 ontent that addresses K–2 phonological awareness
and phonics
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SuccessMaker News

Built in
HTML5 for
mobile ready
learning!

SuccessMaker ensures reading and math mastery
through individual student progress tracking,
real-time course adaptation, and reporting that
provides teachers with the data they need to
intervene when it matters most.

Start
Individual
learner
levels and
remediation

Saves teachers time,
captures data without
stressing students.

Stress-Free
Assessment

Informs teachers
exactly when
students will reach
key milestones.

Prescriptive
Scheduling

Aligned with
College and
Career Readiness,
State, and WIDA®
Standards

Standards
mastery
reports
Engaging,
game-like
environment
Always keeping
pace with the
student, minimizing
frustration & fatigue.

Automatic
Course
Adaptation

Teachers make data
actionable with custom
courses targeted at
individual needs.

Data-Driven
Decisions

Data teachers need
to intervene when
it matters most.

Custom
Course
Creation

Success

50 years
of proven
results

Reading
& Math
Mastery!
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Every click,
every swipe, every
response counts.
Individual Learner Level

True Personalized Learning

An initial diagnostic fine-tunes SuccessMaker to
match each student’s precise learning level. This
helps eliminate learner frustration and fatigue.

Adaptive motion provides personalized learning experiences.
SuccessMaker continuously adjusts the pace and path of
instruction based on each learner’s performance.

Level
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Number of Exercises

Proven Instructional Models
Automatic course correction based upon proven instructional models.

Next Level

Mastered

Initial
Placement

Initial
Placement

Mixed
Presentation
Intermediate

SuccessMaker
Math
Instructional
Model
Low
Performance

Math sequence

Sequential
Practice

Tutorial
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SuccessMaker Adaptive Learning

Independent
Practice

SuccessMaker
Reading
Instructional
Model
Initial diagnostic

Prerequisite
Skill

Fluency
Practice

Adaptive
Remediation
and Progress
Monitoring

Reading sequence

Initial diagnostic
Adaptive
remediation steps

Adaptive
Instruction
and Guided
Practice

Ongoing Progress
Monitoring and
Reporting

Adaptive
remediation steps

Next
Lesson
Cycle

Retention

Stress-Free
Assessment &
Automatic Course
Adaptation

Interactive, Game-like
Environment
Struggling learners often
lose confidence and interest.
SuccessMaker engages learners with
game play, choices, rewards, and
multiple levels of challenge.
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Prescriptive
Scheduling & DataDriven Decisions

It’s one thing to collect data. It’s something else to make it actionable.
SuccessMaker provides real-time data and predictive analysis. Based on a
pattern of student responses, SuccessMaker helps keep each learner on
pace to achieve the target level.

Is your data smart
enough to help you?
Real-time data on
standards mastery
Access student mastery reports by skill or
standard. View how much time learners
spend and the number of attempts made.
Real-time data helps teachers hone in on
learner needs.

Data that predicts
student success
Talk about smart data.
SuccessMaker not only reports on
progress, it predicts it. Predictive
analysis helps teachers keep each
learner on pace to achieve the
targeted level.
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SuccessMaker Actionable Data

Custom Course
Creation

SuccessMaker doesn’t replace
teachers. It supports what teachers
do. When learners struggle, the
adaptive motion redirects students
to more practice, tutorials, or
prerequisite review. It even delays
presentations to reduce frustration.

Good teachers
make adjustments.
Create custom courses
Utilize custom courses to target objectives that
need additional attention or to provide extra
practice during a particular unit of study.
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Success is in our
name and our
numbers.

+0.84

Performance
Alignment

98%
Predictive
Accuracy

First-time SuccessMaker students achieved significant
performance gains (percentile increases) on the
aimswebPlus TEN Assessment during the school year.

SuccessMaker achieved statistically
significant, predictive CCSS
alignment to both the SBAC and
PARCC high-stakes assessments
for students in Grades 3–8.

+45

Math Mastery:
At-Risk

+34

Kindergarten Students

Math Mastery
GMADE Assessment Gains
Grade 3 Students

Special education
students
Killeen Independent School
District, Texas

1-year gain
in 5 months
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SuccessMaker Results

+43

Math Mastery:
ELL
1st Grade Students

Reading & Math
Mastery!

+39

First-time SuccessMaker students achieved significant
performance gains (percentile increases) on the
aimswebPlus TEL Assessment during the school year.

Reading Mastery:
At-Risk
Kindergarten Students

+35

Reading Mastery:
ELL
1st Grade Students

+25

Reading Success:
Hispanic Students
Hispanic students using SuccessMaker
Reading outperformed peers using a
competitor product by 25 percentiles.
Gatti Evaluation, Inc. (2011)
Randomized Control Trial, GRADE Assessment Gains
Grade 7 Hispanic Students

56%
Gap Closer

+11%
ELL Gains

English language
learner achievement
Farmington Public Schools,
Michigan

Closed gap with state reading scores
Baldwin Elementary School, Georgia
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Reading
Reading success for all.
From phonological awareness
to text comprehension,
SuccessMaker Reading provides
intensive interventions for
struggling readers, with a
focus on academic vocabulary.
Adaptive motion acts as a
literacy tutor, providing the
right content at the right time.

You read that right.
◼	Aligned with College and Career Readiness, State, WIDA®, and
SIOP™ Standards
◼	Graphic sources and interactive experiences are consistent with
next-gen assessments
◼	Academic texts support vocabulary development across a variety of
genres, from blogs to textbooks, while adhering to assigned Lexile®
ranges, word counts, and formats
◼	Thematically connected texts sharing the same academic vocabulary
across multiple genres increases student exposure to the same words
presented in different contexts
◼	Meaningful word practice is presented via multiple opportunities in
multiple ways to help connect texts with prior knowledge
◼	Guided and independent practice
◼	More personalized practice aligned with core programs, including
ReadyGEN and Reading Street
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SuccessMaker Reading

World-renowned authorship team
Students stay engaged with new cutting-edge content advised by :

Freddy Hiebert, PhD

P. David Pearson, PhD

Sharon Vaughn, PhD

Dr. Hiebert is President and CEO of
TextProject, Inc. She has worked in
the field of early reading acquisition
for 40 years, addressing ways of
supporting students who depend
on schools to become literate.
Dr. Hiebert was instrumental in
the development of the text
complexity strand of the Common
Core State Standards.

P. David Pearson is a professor in the
Language and Literacy Program of
the Graduate School of Education at
the University of California, Berkeley.
Professor Pearson has been active in
many professional organizations and has
served as president of both the National
Reading Conference and the National
Conference of Research in English and
has received multiple awards.

Dr. Vaughn is a Professor at the
University of Texas and also serves
on the board of directors of the
Vaughn Gross Center for Reading
and Language Arts. She leads
several initiatives and has published
more than 10 books and more than
100 research articles focused on
successful teacher education.

“The biggest problem for the majority of students is that they don’t
recognize core words in school texts automatically. SuccessMaker
has built onto its already strong vocabulary base the addition of
academic vocabulary lessons. Base words are taught directly. Then a
three-pronged instructional approach integrates the use of context,
morphology, and meaning relationships to strengthen and broaden
students’ ability to recognize words. Then students actually read text
with the base words and derivations—texts across different genre
and content areas. This well-designed vocabulary instruction sets
students up for success!“
Freddy Hiebert
SuccessMaker Author and President and CEO of TextProject
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Math
Achieve math mastery.
SuccessMaker Math is a
confidence maker. It’s proven to
improve students’ mathematics
performance. Adaptive
motion provides instructional
explicitness at the right level,
with personalized interventions
and tutoring.

It’s in the numbers.
◼	Aligned with College and Career Readiness, State, WIDA®, and
SIOP™ Standards
◼	Interactive experiences and animations are consistent with
next-gen assessments
◼	Increased student engagement and motivation delivered through
new characters, environments, and rewards
◼	Item types provide students exposure to drag and drop, use of
manipulatives, and mathematical tools to master concepts
◼	ChartML technology is now included to assist visually impaired students
◼	More personalized practice aligned with core programs, including
enVisionmath2.0 and Math Navigator
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SuccessMaker Math

World-renowned authorship team
Students stay engaged with new cutting-edge content advised by :

Linda Gojak, PhD

Eric Milou, PhD

Dr. Gojak currently serves as the president of the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
Throughout her career, she has held a variety of
leadership positions and has received numerous awards
at the state and local levels. Her current work is focused
around helping teachers understand the Common Core
State Standards and their implications for improving
mathematics instruction.

Dr. Milou is a Professor in the Department of
Mathematics at Rowan University. He is interested
primarily in balancing concept development with skill
proficiency. He was involved in developing various
drafts of the Common Core State Standards.

“Too often, rather than making sense of mathematical ideas, students focus
on remembering procedures or tricks. For example, how many students
learn “flip and multiply” to divide fractions but have no idea why it works?
SuccessMaker provides students with multiple opportunities to connect their
work to mathematic concepts. Mixed content presentations support students’
efforts to recognize and understand how ideas interconnect and build on one
another to produce a coherent whole. These consistent connections empower
students to confidently understand and achieve math mastery!”
Linda Gojak, PhD
SuccessMaker Author and President of NCTM

Brand new math characters
were created, selected, and
named by students for
version nine.
Meet the new cast! From left to right:
Pinky, Pixel, Flora, Wheels, Tiki, Captain Jack
Cavo, Paws, Ultra Cat, and Socktopus!
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